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Mo Chridhe Gu BrÃ th. My heart forever.Ancient words, a powerful legend, a timeless loveâ€¦ Lily

Chastain has lost everythingâ€”her family, her inheritance, and her fiancÃ©. Desperate to escape

her pain, she heads for a remote castle in Scotland, but is trapped by a violent storm along the way.

Injured and alone, she is drawn by a lighted cottage in the mist. What she finds there will change

her life forever.Attacked by a vicious rival and betrayed by someone from his own clan, Bram

Macgillivray finds himself alone and on the run. His father is dead, his holding all but destroyed.

Wanting vengeance, he seeks out the help of his cousins, but finds instead a beautiful woman who

calls to his heart.After losing herself in an unexpected and wonderful night of sensuality, Lily wakes

to find Bram gone. But even more disturbing, when she leaves the sanctuary of the cottage, she

finds that it has disappeared as well.Separated by over five hundred years, yet tied together through

a magic stronger than the bonds of time and place, Lily and Bram fight to find each other again. And

as Lily uncovers the secrets of the past, she must race to find a way back to save the only man

sheâ€™s ever truly loved.Editorial Review"Davis takes up time traveling again with an exciting

chapter in her Time After Time series, and she brings along a few familiar characters for the

journey. Her prose is pitch perfect, with just the right amount of Scottish brogue, and the settings,

despite the threat of battle, are gorgeous. Davis has done her research well and crafts a hero and

heroine whom readers will happily follow through the pages of time." Reviewed by: Karen

Sweeny-Justice-- Romantic Times - 4 1/2 Stars, RT Top Pick
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I read Everything in its Time and Wild Highland Rose years ago and always hoped there would be

another book in this series set in the Middle Ages. Well, this book was worth the wait. The story was

set at a good pace, the characters were likeable (not a jerk the author has to reform by the end of

the story), the mode of time travel was original (not a fairy ring or standing stones a la Outlander),

and the conflict and suspense was also good. I really enjoyed reading this and hope that Dee Davis

will consider writing some more medieval novels in this series. I would recommend that people read

Everything in its Time before this book though to understand some of the backstory for some of the

main characters.

I read the first book too & loved it! I can't get enough of the time travel series by Dee Davis. The

characters make u have all the emotions to make u feel like u r actually a part of the story in time. I

can't wait to read the next book, then the next and so on. Enjoy the travelling everyone.

A pleasant but predictable tale that kept me pleasantly occupied despite the repitious sexual

descriptions which I just skipped after awhile (sorry author), that can get boring very fast! Love the

time travel effect, always did long before the current rage on this subject!

This was a nice sequel to "Everything in it's Time". Good reading and worth the purchase, but not

quite as smoothly written as the first. Lily's stubbornness got a bit old, but I'll still read it again when I

reread the series! On to the third...

This was a quick, uncomplicated read. I didn't have to think twice about anything as the story moved

along and didn't get stuck in a spot. I enjoyed reading it, it held my interest, the characters and time

periods not boring. Time travel fantasy is fun to read.

I liked this book just as much as her previous one. It kept me interested from the beginning to the

end and delivered a story line that made it an enjoyable read. Good work Dee Davis!



I liked the storyline for this book series. There's just a little too much description of sex for me. Won't

stop me from continuing to read I just pass over those parts

It was a quick read. I like that all the characters from the other books flowed into this too.
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